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Animal trapping halts to settle suit
MENDOCINO COUNTY » Age-old
deal with federal program under
scrutiny over wildlife practices
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Mendocino County is suspending
its longstanding contract with federal
wildlife trappers while it reviews its
program to combat predators, which
includes trapping and killing wild animals and dogs that kill livestock, cause
property damage or pose a public safe-

ty threat, such as rabies.
The decision was made last week
to settle a 2015 lawsuit filed by animal rights groups over the county’s
$144,000 annual contract with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s trapping
program, which has operated in the
county for nearly three decades.
The wildlife groups called the latest
decision a victory in the fight against
animal cruelty.
“This agreement is an important
first step toward ending the needless
slaughter of millions of native animals every year. Cities and counties

across the United States must move
beyond cruel, outdated, ineffective
wildlife-control methods and adopt the
proven nonlethal methods that protect
the ecosystems we all depend on for
our long-term environmental and economic health,” said Cynthia Elkins, a
spokeswoman for the Center for Biological Diversity, one of six groups that
sued the county.
In 2014, the federal Wildlife Services
killed approximately 47,000 animals in
California and nearly 3 million nationwide, according to the Center. Wildlife Services trappers nationwide also

inadvertently killed more than 50,000
animals that were not their targets,
including eagles and pets, according to
the organization.
Current data for Mendocino County
was not available Wednesday, but trappers in 2012 killed 459 animals, 126 of
them coyotes, according to the Animal
Legal Defense Fund.
The county had previously agreed
to do an environmental study to settle
a 2014 lawsuit, but then determined
it was exempt from the California
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THE SPRINGS » Controversy that some say has undertones of
racism resurfaces over community̦s colorful revitalization

Chicken ruffles feathers

Donald Trump

Trump
sketches
foreign
policy
GOP front-runner calls
for putting ‘America first’
while offering few details
By KAREN DEYOUNG
AND JOSE A. DELREAL
WASHINGTON POST
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Artist Rico Martin works Tuesday on his piece called “Springs Chicken” outside El Brinquito in the Boyes Hot Springs area of Sonoma Valley.
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

large, piñata-like chicken sculpture installed in
front of a Sonoma Valley meat market has rekindled
the controversy over the highly
colorful makeover of building
facades north of Sonoma along
busy Highway 12.
El Brinquito Market in Fetters Springs is known for its
barbecue chicken and also has
piñatas for sale, so why not combine both elements with a 9-foot
tall, metal, multihued hen,
perched on a framework of steel
high above the sidewalk?
That was the thinking of art-

ist Rico Martin, who is putting
the finishing touches on a piece
of art that might be described
as whimsical and wonderful, or
gaudy and gauche, depending
on one’s point of view.
When the big chicken appeared about two weeks ago, it
provoked a spate of comments
on social media. Some called
it “horrendous,” “creepy” and
“puke-colored.”
But others said they loved seeing all the colors and expression
coming into town. One woman
wrote on Facebook that it reflects “that we are living in a diverse community.”
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While some people have expressed their approval, “Springs Chicken”
creator Martin said he has heard attacks that “were outright racist.”

Hastert sentenced to prison in abuse coverup
Former House speaker admits
molesting athletes, creating
bank scheme to keep it secret
By MONICA DAVEY
AND JULIE BOSMAN
Dennis
Hastert
Former House
speaker avoided
charges of sexual
abuse in the case.

NEW YORK TIMES

CHICAGO — J. Dennis Hastert,
once among this nation’s most powerful politicians, was sentenced to
15 months in prison Wednesday for illegally structuring bank transactions

Donald Trump said in a foreign policy speech delivered
Wednesday that “America first”
would be the “major and overriding theme” of his presidential administration, and INSIDE
he dismissed ■ Trump takes
globalism as heat over “woman’s
a “false song” card” remark / A2
that
has ■ Cruz taps Fiorina
helped bring as running mate;
America to Sanders trims
its knees in campaign staff / B1
the world.
Trump charged President
Obama with direct responsibility for chaos in the Middle
East, China’s rise and Russia’s
hostility, along with a string of
international
“humiliations”
that undercut respect for U.S.
power. Offering few specifics, he
said that as president he would
reward friends, punish enemies

in an effort to cover up his sexual
abuse of young members of a wrestling team he coached decades ago.
In a hearing that was by turns harrowing and revelatory, Hastert publicly admitted for the first time to abusing his athletes, was confronted in
emotional addresses by one of the former wrestlers and the sister of another, and faced a long, scathing rebuke
from the judge.
Hastert, 74, who made an unlikely
rise from beloved small-town wrestling coach in Illinois to speaker of the

House in Washington, sat slouched in
a wheelchair in a federal courtroom
here as a judge announced he was rejecting pleas for probation from Hastert’s lawyers, as well as prosecutors’
endorsement of a shorter prison stay.
While the sentencing hearing
was, technically, about a violation of
banking rules and regulations, the
proceedings focused squarely on the
underlying reason for Hastert’s puzzling bank withdrawals — his abuse of
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